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Summary: 

In the sixth edition of Writing Fiction, Janet Burroway addresses the student writer with concepts on the 

development of creative writing. Burroway tackles the basic constructions of writing, including plot, 

structure, characterization, point of view, etc., while also including contemporary pieces of fiction to 

showcase particular areas of concentration. In the Preface, Burroway adds that this particular edition 

has many more pieces of fiction included than previous editions to enhance the reader/writer’s 

familiarity of these areas of focus “in order to function both as a course anthology and as a writing 

manual” (xii). Primarily meant for writing workshops at the collegiate level, this guide also includes 

proposed discussion topics and writing exercises at the end of each focus so that the student may think 

critically about the included pieces of fiction; these discussion points and writing exercises aim to then 

enhance the student’s understanding of the specific literary topic so that their own inclusion of it in their 

writing will be stronger. 

Critical Analysis: 

Burroway’s 6th edition of Writing Fiction is a heavy mirror to Kelly Gallagher’s Write Like This and Donald 

Murray’s Write to Learn. All of these guides to writing fiction chronicle the entire process with not only 

testimony from seasoned and accomplished writers, but they also provide other pieces of fiction to 

enhance the desired message. Burroway transitions easily into each area of focus, showcasing her very 

own ability to write creatively and with distinct voice. Burroway acknowledges the trouble with creative 

writing “textbooks” immediately so that the fellow teachers and students understand the gray area of 

teaching writing. By utilizing common ground between these professional writers and the readers of this 

book, Burroway bridges the fear and trepidation when it comes to writing creatively.  

Burroway takes the reader/writer on the chronological timeline “from first impulse to final revision” (xi), 

aiding the process by highlighting each step in detail. At first glance, the content of each chapter seems 

elementary, since the titles of each chapter discuss basic literary elements that are initially introduced at 

the middle school level. Her approach, however, is a detailed one as she also includes avenues and 

methods to avoid rather than just bullet points of things to remember. By expanding the thought 

process to more than just the basics, she challenges the student writer into a different method of 



thinking so that their creative writing comes through with a distinct voice, creating a safe space for the 

writing classroom. 

By additionally including the voices and encouragement culturally diverse authors, Burroway also offers 

a wide range of variety when it comes to content, advertising to all levels of student writers. The 

inclusion of group work and discussion points also enhance the community atmosphere, which allows 

the students/writers to relax and trust themselves. While this source strays from considering itself a 

textbook, the lessons inside are relevant and valuable for the next generation of creative writers. 

Relevant Quotes: 

On handwriting vs. computer writing: 

“I think it’s important for a writer to try a pencil from time to time so as not to lose the knack of writing 

by hand, of jotting at the park or the beach without any source of energy but your own hand and mind.  

But for most writers, a computer is a great aid to spontaneity. Freewriting frees more freely on a 

computer. The knowledge that you can so easily delete makes it easier to quiet the internal critic and 

put down whatever comes. The ‘wraparound’ feature of the computer means that you need never be 

aware that what you write is chopped into lines of type on the page. Turn down the screen or ignore it, 

stare out the window into middle space. You can follow the thread of your thought without a pause” (8-

9). 

On avoiding bad metaphors: 

“Nevertheless, metaphor is a dirty word in some critical circles, because of the strain of the pursuit. 

Cliches, mixed metaphors, and similes that are inept, unapt, obscure, or done to death mar good prose 

and tax the patience of the most willing reader. After eyes have been red suns, burnt-out fuses, 

lighthouse keepers, and lumps of coal, what else can they be?” (329) 


